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Those taking this position hold that it is when
the environment becomes a necessary factor
in enabling novel cognitive processes that the
mind extends.
In The Extended Mind, philosopher Richard Menary (University of Wollongong)
brings together the Clark and Chalmers paper
and several responses to it. The collection,
lucidly introduced by Menary, will neither
deﬁnitively prove nor deal the deathblow to
the idea that “the place of the mind” is the
world—nor even establish that there really is
such a question about “the place of the mind”
that needs to be answered. Rather, the volume provides carefully drawn arguments for
and against different interpretations of the
extended mind thesis, often with extensive
reference to empirical material. Several of the
papers in the collection are excellent.
To take one fascinating idea, consider
Susan Hurley on “variable neural correlates.” We are comfortable with the correlation between types of experience and types of
brain states, and undoubtedly such variation
is one important source for the idea that the

mind is in the head. Hurley notes, however,
that there is also a dependence of experience
on type of interaction with the environment,
one not aligned to strictly neural properties.
For example, when blind people haptically
read Braille text, activity in the visual cortex
seems to correlate with tactile experience. In
people who are not blind, tactile experience
correlates with activity in the tactile cortex.
What explains the common enabling of tactile experience by the different kinds of cortex seems to be tactile causal coupling with
the environment, rather than strictly neural
type. According to Hurley, and others, the
same kind of correlation-tracking reasoning
that convinces us, in standard cases, that the
mind is in the brain should here lead to the
conclusion that the mind is not in the head.
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in a person that closely interacts with an environment. All things considered, they argue,
thoughts remain in persons—never in objects
like notebooks, however closely dependent a
person could become on them.
Enthusiasts for the extended mind thesis
insist that a close causal coupling between
persons and environments can license the
conclusion that the mind spreads into the
environment. Some follow the argument in
Clark and Chalmers that infers extendedness
from the fact that external elements can play
a role that would be considered as cognitive if
played by something internal to a person.
Other supporters of the idea are suspicious of this argument from parity. They note
that the most interesting cases of causal coupling are those in which the environment does
not simply function as some ersatz internal
milieu—when the involvement of external
means makes possible forms of cognition that
were not possible without them. For example,
when pen and paper, symbolic systems, or
computers make possible calculations, computations, and, ultimately, scientiﬁc theories.
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